Agenda

12:00-12:05  Introduction/Announcements
12:05-12:25  Dan Zehner, Purdue
12:25-12:55  Research Breakout Rooms
12:55-1:00   Wrap-up
NHERI GSC at ACWE
To add events to our NHERI GSC calendars please email our communications team:

Niko Todorov  todorov@chapman.edu
Edwin Rajeev  edwinrajeev@ufl.edu

NHERI GSC Conference Calendar

bit.ly/NHERI_GSC_ConferenceCalendar

NHERI GSC Workshop & Events Calendar

bit.ly/NHERI_GSC_WorkshopsEventsCalendar
Register for
NHERI Summer Institute Online

June
20-22

bit.ly/2022NHERI_SummerInstituteRegistration
Register for 47th Annual Natural Hazards Workshop - Virtual Only

A limited number of scholarships exist. Contact Robin Nelson
robin.nelson@utsa.edu for details.

Student Registration $125
https://hazards.colorado.edu/workshop/2022/registration

July 10-15
Dan Zehner

NHERI Network Schedule & Operations Coordinator, Purdue University
Breakout Rooms

Antonio Bobet — Earthquake NHERI NCO Co-Principal Investigator, Purdue University

Shiling Pei — Earthquake TallWood Principal Investigator, Colorado School of Mines

Kurt Gurley — Wind NHERI BLWT Co-Principal Investigator, University of Florida
Breakout Rooms (BR)

Please select a research area to participate.

Join the Research BR room that you are most interest in participating.

- Earthquake
- Wind
- Tsunami/Coastal Engineering
- Cyberinfrastructure/Data Management
- Simulation/Computational Modeling
- Reconnaissance
- Social Science
NSF Proposal Writing Workshop

JUNE 10th
2:00 pm CT

NHERI GSC presents

NSF PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP

Register:
bit.ly/NHERIGSC_ProposalWorkshop

WITH SPEAKERS:

KURT GURLEY, PhD
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR AND CO-PI
BOUNDARY LAYER WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

LORI PEEK, PhD
NATURAL HAZARD CENTER DIRECTOR
PI OF THE CONVERGE FACILITY
Future Meeting Dates

3rd Friday of every month at 11:00am CST

June 17